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ABSTRACT
Design-based learning (DBL) environments seem a promising in-
structional approach to facilitating students’ learning of program-
ming concepts via applying them to develop various digital artifacts
such as games, websites, robots, and software applications. How-
ever, there is a lack of theory-grounded principles to facilitate DBL
environments for programming in K-12. In the absence of such
principles, some essential elements of DBL such as the reciprocal
link between "design" and "learning" processes might be easily ne-
glected which can sacrifice "learning" in favor of "making" and
degrade constructionist-based learning-by-making initiatives in
programming to a form of "shallow constructionism" or doing for
the sake of making with no significant impact on the students’
programming knowledge.

In this study we formulated a set of principles to facilitate DBL
environments for learning programming concepts in K-12 while
making learning visible in an authentic way (i.e., without break-
ing the realistic design setting using separate tests), built upon
related educational theories and concepts, including Construction-
ism, scaffolding, Context-based learning, Collaborative learning,
and design-based learning. We instantiated these principles to de-
velop a course for learning about algorithms for secondary school
students. The developed course was implemented in five secondary
schools (with 5 teachers and 87 students) and evaluated based on
the experience of the participating teachers and students. The re-
sults of the evaluation helped us to reflect on the applicability of
the principles and refine them.
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learning; K-12 programming education; Design principles; Learning-
by-making.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The application of design-based learning (DBL) in K-12 program-
ming education aims to create an engaging learning environment
to help students learn programming and computational thinking
skills through motivating and inspiring their interest and helping
them create various computational artifacts such as games, apps,
websites, and software applications [20]. There are strong argu-
ments advocating the benefits of learning-by-making approaches
such as DBL for children to learn programming concepts through
application [23]. It has been argued that involving students in mak-
ing activities help them learn how to use technological tools and
through that discover new way of thinking [29]. From the perspec-
tive of constructionism, coding and making tangible digital artifacts
allows students to have an "object-to-think-with" and learn about
their own thinking [31].

Despite their promises, there are various issues facing the imple-
mentation of DBL environments for programming. The main issue
concerns with addressing the link between designing and learning
[29]. There is a reciprocal relation between design and conceptual
learning so that students use concepts to support their design, and
on the other hand, students’ involvement in design activities, their
encounter with design challenges, and their attempts to reason
about and resolve these challenges can deepen their understand-
ing of concepts underpinning the design [24]. Without carefully
addressing this reciprocal link, any constructionist-based learning-
by-making initiative in programming can easily decline to a form
of "shallow constructionism" or doing for the sake of doing with no
significant impact on the students’ learning [34, 37]. As an example
of "shallow constructionism", as reported by Meerbaum-Salant et
al., only between 10-20% of the students’ programming projects up-
loaded to the Scratch website, despite their design richness in terms
of costumes and sounds of the sprites, use basic programming con-
cepts such as conditional looping or variables [26]. Another issue
with implementing DBL environments for programming concerns
with the assessment and making students’ learning visible in an
authentic way. As asserted by Brennan and Resnick, in general,
constructionist-based approaches to programming tend to merely
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focus on final (working) design artifacts of students. Instead, they
advocate an authentic process-oriented assessment approach to
bringing the essential elements of the design and learning process,
such as students’ design practices and choices as well as their un-
derstanding or misconceptions of concepts, into the assessment
[8].

The purpose of this study is to formulate a set of principles to
facilitate the implementation of DBL environments for learning
programming concepts while making students’ learning visible
in an authentic way (i.e., without breaking the design setting as
a realistic context, in particular not through a separate test). To
this end, we selected related educational theories and concepts
based on some well-known perspectives on DBL and used these
theoretical concepts to formulate an initial set of principles. Then,
we instantiated these principles to develop a course for learning
about algorithms, as the core part of programming, in secondary
education. The course then was implemented in five schools and
evaluated by the participating students and teachers to provide
us with insights about the applicability of the principles and their
needed refinement.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
We selected a set of educational theories and concepts to underpin
principles for facilitating design-based learning environments for
programming based on the following perspectives: First, A DBL
environment for programming should allow the active creation
of meaningful computational artifacts as a means for motivating
and supportting students’ learning and thinking [29]. This perspec-
tive suggests constructionism theory, design-based learning, and
context-based learning concepts to be considered. Secondly, new
perspectives to programming defines programming as a social and
collaborative process [22]. Thirdly, the metacognitive perspectives
on programming define it as a complex problem-solving skill, high-
lighting the importance of incorporating scaffolding prompts into
programming education [25].

2.1 Constructionism
The theory of constructionism conceptualizes how and what stu-
dents learn when they make something. Constructionist learning
refers to learner’s construction of her mental models to understand
the world through "creative experimentation" and making social
and meaningful objects [2, 30]. From the perspective of this theory,
learning is the conscious process of building knowledge structures
through constructing an artifact whether "a sand castle on the beach
or a theory of the universe" [30] (p. 1). Constructionism states that
learning takes place when learners engage in design challenges
to develop a "public entity" or a personally meaningful artifact
and "audience to share insights with" while working on their de-
signs [30]. Some scholars discussed the difference and convergence
between the constructivism and constructionism theories [1, 35].
Ackermann proposes Piaget’s constructivism and Papert’s construc-
tionism as theories with similar goal (i.e., to understand who people
learn), but with different means (e.g., their own cognitive tools and
external realities) [1].

2.2 Scaffolding
Scaffolding, in education, refers to stepping stones that a student
can use in order to learn something new. The term scaffolding is
generally associated with the theory of Vygotsky asserting that it
is not only important to reach a goal, but also how it is achieved
[40]. In their conceptual model of scaffolding, Janneke et al. defined
three main characteristics for scaffolding [41]. The first character-
istic is contingency. Teachers should adjust their support to the
current level of the students’ development or competence. The sec-
ond characteristic concerns "fading" or the "gradual withdrawal
of the scaffolding" where the support a teacher provides to stu-
dents decreases over time based on the current level of student’s
development. The third characteristic is the gradual transfer of
responsibility to the students during the learning process by using
formative feedback and reflection.

2.3 Collaborative learning
Both constructionism and scaffolding recognize the importance
of group working to help students’ co-learning and co-working
as well as gradual transfer of the responsibility of learning from
teachers to student via peers [3, 41]. Collaboration concerns with
working together to accomplish shared goals. In collaborative learn-
ing, a classroom of students is split into smaller groups so they can
learn new concepts together or accomplish shared goals such as
co-creating design projects [38]. Several studies have shown the
positive effects of collaboration and cooperative learning on stu-
dent performance [9]. One of the crucial aspects of collaborative
learning is debate and discussion. Discussions can help with concep-
tual reasoning and formative assessments. This, in turn, will give
the teacher the ability to spot the underlying cause of any error a
student makes more naturally. It is also possible that during debate,
students will discover their own mistakes through interaction with
their peers. Cohen stated that the level of discussion is improved
with smaller groups instead of an entire classroom. Collaborative
learning can also improve students’ motivation and enjoyment of
the subject [10].

2.4 Context-based learning
"Relevance" has been advocated as a determinant of what interests
students in a subject [6]. Using authentic situations and contexts
is a widely recognized and popular approach to creating effective
learning environments through making students’ learning process
more relevant and meaningful as well as providing opportunities to
apply concepts [14, 28]. Context provides a surroundings in which
learning takes place. A meaningful situation, objective, or problem
to motivate and direct the learning process [36]. Wieringa et al.
define context as "a realistic situation from students’ own lives,
from society or from professional or scientific practices" [43] (p.
2439). Thus, the use of context has been propossed as the basis for
curriculum design and classroom teaching and learning in science
education [14].

While most of studies on context-based learning have been con-
ducted in science education, research on the use of contexts in CS
and programming education is still in its infancy. However, the
importance and necessity of introducing context-based learning to
programming education have been highlighted by CS researchers
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[16, 28, 32]. According to Pasternak, "Programming is not an every-
day life context for students, nor is it for their parents and friends.
Therefore it is necessary to find contact positions in a context for
programming" [32] (p. 659).

The concept-context window is a model that divides teaching
materials into following four categories based on the way they use
concepts and context [36]:

• The illustrative context: An illustrative context is always part
of a larger design. The effect of the context is based on its
place in this larger design, whichmeans the context is chosen
based on a specific concept. Teachers and students will see
the concept as the main subject where the context is used to
provide examples.

• The connecting context: A connecting context is a context
that fits well with a predetermined group of concepts. The
context determines the classification of these concepts.

• The central context: A central context forms the main thread
through the course. The choice of concepts and their format
is determined by what a student needs to understand about
the central context.

• The context at a distance: A context at a distance is the subject
of the course. Concepts are found to fit this context. The
difference with a central context is that with context at a
distance, concepts are discussed first, and context is only
discussed after all the concepts have been explained.

The concept-context window can be used to develop and design
new learning environments, including learning activities and course
materials as well as to analyze and extend existing learning environ-
ments. Not all courses fall into these categories perfectly, however;
in reality, it is possible to have courses that show properties of more
than one category or even none of them.

2.5 Design-based learning
Design-based learning (DBL) is a sort of education where students
try to design a tangible product and use design as a vehicle to
learn its underpinning concepts [27]. Also, using (realistic) design
assignments as the context of learning suggests DBL a subcate-
gory of context-based learning. Various subjects in K-12 use DBL.
Kolodner et al. proposed the Learning-by-design framework to
introduce design-based learning to the middle-school science class-
rooms [24]. Based on this framework students learn how to explain
their findings scientifically, how they can design fair tests and how
to justify their results with evidence. The learning-by-design frame-
work splits the learning process into two cycles: design/redesign
and investigate/explore. In the first cycle, students use their current
knowledge to design or redesign something. In the second cycle
they use their current design and additional information in order
to increase their knowledge and conceptual understanding.

3 RELATEDWORK
3.1 Design-based learning in programming

education
To create constructionist-based learning environments for program-
ming, Papavlasopoulou et al. defined nine principles, including
social interaction between students, appropriate design according

to age groups, choosing right duration of the activity to have stu-
dents personally, intelectually, and emotionally involved in the
design, relevanct activity and meaningful content, physical and
digital artifacts, and meaningful framework for the involvement of
the instructors [29]. To ease learning of fundamental programming
concepts, Meerbaum-Salant et al. developed learning materials for
middle-school students utilizing the constructionist approach of
Scratch. The learning materials were created based on four princi-
ples: focus on CS concepts rather than Scratch features, introducing
programming constructs as needed, project-based presentation, and
de-emphasizing appearance aspects such as the costumes, sounds,
and visual effects. To assess students’ conceptual understanding,
they designed interim-test and post-test by combining the Bloom
and the SOLO taxonomies. Their results showed that students could
successfully learn concepts such as initialization and conditional ex-
ecution while they experienced difficulties with learning concepts
such as repeated execution and variables [26].

Despite its wide adoption in science education, the research
about DBL environments is still in its infancy in programming edu-
cation. A DBL model for computational thinking, developed and
evaluated by S. Jun et al. [20], consists of four phases of design
(i.e., the process of creating, interacting with, and shaping an idea
through creative design engineering and problem-solving), person-
alization (i.e., the process of developing meaningful and personally
relevant materials, including content and prototypes), collaboration
(i.e., the process of co-developing new materials with other peo-
ple), and reflection (i.e., the process of reviewing, thinking about,
evaluating, and revising the developed materials). This DBL model
has been shown effective in improving the programming ability,
self-interest, and self-efficacy of elementary school students, and
helping them learn how to transform their ideas into meaningful
outcomes [20].

Most learning to program initiatives do not explicitly address
scaffolding and problem-solving skills students need to succeed
at ill-defined and open-ended problems in settings such as DBL
environments [25]. By recognizing the necessity of teaching not
only the syntax of program but also how to program, and consider-
ing design as a problem-solving process, Loksa et al. proposed an
approach to imparting programming problem-solving skills based
on scaffolding and metacognitive prompts. Their approach con-
sists of four phases: (1) explicit instruction on goals and activities
in programming problem-solving, (2) visualizing and monitoring
progression through problem-solving stages, (3) explicit and on-
demand prompts for learners to reflect on their problem-solving
strategies when seeking help from instructors, and (4) providing
context-sensitive help embedded in a code editor to reinforce the
problem-solving strategies [25]. Their approach defines six stages
for problem-solving, namely, reinterpret problem prompt, search
for analogous problems, search for solutions, evaluate a potential
solution, implement a solution, and evaluate the implemented solu-
tion [25].

While the model and approach proposed by S. Jun et al. [20] and
Loksa et al. [25] provide important implications for facilitating DBL
environments for programming, they seem to be silent about two
essential requirements of DBL, namely, addressing the reciprocal
link between "learning" of concepts and "making" processes in DBL
[24] as well as a process-oriented approach to making students’
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designing and learning visible [8]. On the other hand, while the
study by Meerbaum-Salant et al. [26] explicitly addresses students’
learning of programming concepts in a constructionist-based en-
vironment (i.e., Scratch), the assessment of students’ learning is
conducted in a non-authentic way by breaking the design setting
as a realistic context using the interim-test and post-test.

To make an explicit link between "making" and "learning" pro-
cesses in programming, as the essential element of DBL, themaking-
learning cycles framework was propossed by [34]. This framework
splits the program development process into four iterative phases
of problem analysis, devising a solution in terms of an algorithm
and evaluating it, coding, and testing and revising the code. Fur-
ther, it defines four tangible intermediate design/learning products
(namely, a conceptual solution, an algorithm in terms of a flow-
chart, code, and test report) as the tangible outputs of these phases
to fusion and embody the interconnection between making and
learning processes. These intermediate design products are meant
to be used as authentic process-oriented assessment means through
capturing snapshots of students’ design and learning choices and
outcomes along the programming problem-solving process. In this
framework, transferring between making and learning cycles hap-
pen via need-to-learn and need-to-do steps: students first start by
the making cycle and when they need to learn something in order
to support their design they jump into the learning cycle. After
learning the concepts they need they come back to the making
cycle to continue their design with what they have learned.

3.2 Algorithms in K-12 programming
education

Understanding algorithms and algorithmic thinking are indispens-
able parts of learning to program. Accordingly, we are witnessing
ever-increasing initiatives worldwide to introduce learning about
algorithms into their K-12 programming curriculum [4, 19, 42, 45].
Algorithmic thinking refers to a set of competencies a student needs
in order to devise a solution to solve a problem independent of a
specific programing environment. These competencies consist of
analyzing a problem, precisely specifying a problem, finding or
defining the steps necessary to solve the problem, constructing an
appropriate algorithm using the necessary steps, thinking about all
possible special and regular cases of a problem, and improving the
efficiency of the algorithm [13].

Approaches to learning about algorithmic concepts can be di-
vided into two broad categories of unplugged and plugged activ-
ities. The former includes initiatives like Bebras [11] and CS Un-
plugged (http://csunplugged.org/) that allows students understand
algorithmic concepts without using a computer by involving them
in common practices of computing or everyday life activities such
as decomposing a daily task (e.g., brushingteeth or following cook-
ing recipes) into steps [15, 44]. The latter includes applying the
constructionist-based approaches such as "use-modify-create" pro-
gression model to help students’ tinkering and creation of digital
artifacts. These plugged approaches vastly use curricular activ-
ities such as game design and robotics to motivate and engage
students, introduce them to computational thinking concepts, and
facilitate an "iterative exploration" of computational thinking and
algorithms. To this end, visual programming environments such as

Scratch, Alice, Game Maker, and Greenfoot as well as robotics kits
and Arduino are utilized for learning programming and algorithms
in K-12 through creating computational artifacts [15].

Flowcharts have been used to learn about programming and algo-
rithms since the introduction of computers in 1940s. The main appli-
cation of flowcharts in programming education is to ease learning
programming by providing a pictorial representations of algorithms
and programs’ components, flow of control and logic, and docu-
menting their outcomes [7, 12, 18]. The benefits of flowcharts to aid
learning about algorithms and programming stem from various fea-
tures, including their simplicity of syntax, top-down presentation,
two-dimensional display, compactness, and language independence
[18]. Flowcharts have been suggested as effective visual tools to en-
hance the problem-solving and algorithmic thinking competencies
by promoting a "thinking first" approach to programming for the
novice programmers [39]. Also, it has been shown that establish-
ing a direct connection between flowcharts and their equivalent
program can improve the students’ understanding of computer
programming [12].

4 STUDY SETTING
To address the objective of this study we formulated the following
research questions:

Research question 1:What principles can be derived from the
aforementioned educational theories to underpin a design-based en-
vironment for learning fundamental concepts of programming in
secondary education while making students’ conceptual learning visi-
ble in an authentic way?

To answer this question, we utilized the educational theories
and concepts explained in the previous sections to formulate a
set of initial principles. The main specifications of design-based
learning environments for programming, including personalization
and collaboration [20], contextualization of learning, linking the
learning and design processes [34], and scaffolding [25] informed
the formulation of these principles.

To instantiate the formulated principles we used them to develop
an algorithms course, consisting of learning activities, content, and
a software tool to facilitate learning of fundamental concepts of
algorithms via making a software application by secondary school
students. Then, we implemented this course in four classrooms and
evaluated it by answering the following research question:

Research question 2: How is the course, built-upon the derived
principles, perceived by participating teachers and students?

We used the results out of answering this question to evaluate
the course and its underpinning principles based on the experience
and perceptions of the participating teacher and students about
the course. We utilized these results to reflect on the initial list of
principles, refine them and provide improvement suggestions for
the course.

Evaluation
Participants

The participants of this research were five Dutch secondary
school computer science teachers and 87 students (68 male, 19
female) aged 15-16. This research was a part of a larger study
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about formative assessment in design-based programming edu-
cation where these schools volunteered to take part. All students
in this project had basic knowledge of programming with either
Python or PHP through their previous courses, but no prior knowl-
edge and experience about algorithms and flowcharts as separate
concepts. The project lasted eight weeks.

Data collection
We used semi-structured interviews as the main research instru-

ment to collect data needed to answer the second research question.
In total 15 interviews were conducted (5 teachers: 3 male, 2 female,
and 10 students: 7 male and 3 female). Interviews took place in
the participating schools and lasted around 45 minutes each. The
interview questions were designed to explore, obtain detailed infor-
mation, and clarify ambiguities about the interviewees’ perceived
usefulness of course components and their underpinning principles.
For the teachers, the interview questions were focused on explor-
ing various aspects of their teaching experience with the course,
their observations of students’ learning, misunderstanding, faced
difficulties and challenges, and reactions, their perception about
the usefulness of each course’ component for teaching and learning
algorithms via design and its reasons, their faced difficulties with
the teaching process, and also improvement suggestions. For stu-
dents, the interview questions were targeted at exploring various
aspects of their learning experience with the course, their satisfac-
tion/dissatisfaction, perceived usefulness for learning algorithms,
faced difficulties, and improvement suggestions.

Data analysis
We recorded all the interviews with a voice recorder and made

additional notes on paper. All interviews were transcribed and
imported into Atlas.ti software. We followed a hybrid deductive-
inductive qualitative content analysis procedure: First, the initial
set of principles were used as the main categories to direct the
analysis process. Within each category, we followed a flexible and
open approach, including identifying, coding, re-coding, grouping,
regrouping, and reporting the collected data. We discussed possi-
ble alternative interpretations of the identified codes within the
research team until a consensus was reached.

5 INITIAL PRINCIPLES
We derived seven principles (D1, D2, ..., D7) built upon the described
learning theories and concepts. Figure 1 presents these principles
and their underpinning theories.

D1: Make students’ learning visible via intermediate design prod-
ucts: we formulated the first principle (hereafter D1), drawing upon
the Context-based learning to choose appropriate programming
concepts to be learned by students. Further, the Loksa et al.’s scaf-
folding prompt of visualizing and monitoring progress [25] and
the concept of intermediate design products (i.e., problem analysis,
algorithm in terms of a flowchart, code, and test report) proposed
by the Making-Learning Cycles framework [34] were adopted to
facilitate and visualize the students’ conceptual understanding of
programming concepts via design.

D2: Contextualize learning: the second principle (hereafter D2),
built upon the context-based learning, aims to introduce a mean-
ingful context to the learning process (see next section for the

Figure 1: The design principles and their corresponding
learning theories

implementation details of each design principle, including the se-
lected context).

D3: Follow Just-in-Time learning: the just-in-time approach of
design-based learning represented by Need-to-know and Need-to-do
phases [24, 34] and the authentic learning-by-making nature of
constructionism informed the formulation of principle 3 (hereafter
D3).

D4: Increase the difficulty of learning gradually: principle 4 (here-
after D4) draws upon the step-wised and gradual development
approach of design-based learning as well as the contingency and
fading characteristics of scaffolding [25, 34].

D5: facilitate collaborative learning: the fifth principle (hereafter
D5) is informed by the collaboration component of design-based
learning environments for programming proposed by [20], new per-
spectives on computational participation [22], and the scaffolding
role of peers as supporters in the learning process to supplement
or replace the teacher’s support [41].

D6: Support student’s control over learning process: the sixth princi-
ple (hereafter D6) draws upon the inherent characteristic of design-
based learning, namely, dealing with uncertainties, through pro-
viding learning choices where students need to make decision. In
real-world situations, there are open-ended problems where there
exist multiple ways of working to solve them and multiple solu-
tions. Further, this principle aligns with the personalization aspect
of S.Jun et al.’ DBL model [20]. From the scaffolding perspective,
such a student-centered decision-making process is crucial to exert
students’ control over the learning process and the gradual transfer
of learning responsibility from teacher to students [41].

D7: Facilitate formative assessment by generating and sharing
intermediate design products via Think-Pair-Share: the seventh prin-
ciple (hereafter D7) is informed by the necessity of bringing stu-
dents’ learning and design decisions and outcomes along with the
process into assessment [8]. To this end, the design products co-
generated by students during the process of design-based learning
seem promising to lend themselves to process-oriented assessment
approaches such as formative assessment [33]. These intermedi-
ate products seem benefitial to facilitate formative feedback and
reflection characterizing the scaffolding process [41] as well as
the utilize the role of peers, group-, and class-wide discussion in
spotting and resolving students’ misunderstanding of a topic [10].
Think-Pair-Share learning strategy [21] can be used to facilitate
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formative assessment of students’ understanding of programming
concepts at the individual, group, and class levels around these
student-generated design products.

6 INSTANTIATING THE PRINCIPLES IN A
COURSE ABOUT ALGORITHMS

In this section, we instantiate the derived principles and explain how
we used them to develop a course for learning about fundamental
constructs of algorithms via design for secondary school students.

Informed by the first design principle (i.e., make learning visible),
we developed a textbook to cover various aspects of algorithms,
including the fundamental constructs of algorithms (i.e., sequence,
condition, and iteration), flowcharts, arrays, strings, functions, sub-
algorithms, and trace tables. An active approach to learning the
provided concepts was followed, including applying the learned
concepts to complete their design assignments, working in group
to generate four types of intermediate design products, sharing and
discussing their intermediate design products with the whole class,
and assessing their learning using provided questions.

The second principle (i.e., contextualize learning) led us to pro-
vide context and define proper interaction between the context and
the concepts within the course materials. We determined that the
appropriate concept-context window for our documents would be
a central context. The central context of our course materials is
digital text processing and analysis. We will place this context in
a real-world setting through defining realistic design assignments
as shown in Table 1. Choosing digital text analysis as the central
context is meant to promote andmotivate students’ learning of algo-
rithmic concepts through developing and implementing meaningful
and realistic working programs for their design assignments.

Informed by the third principle (i.e., Just-in-Time learning), we
decided to provide students with two design and content documents.
Students were asked to follow a just-in-time approach to learning
so that they first try to complete a design assignment and search
for missing information and learn required concepts only if it is
needed. Also, no predefined and planned teaching moment was
included. Concerning the fourth principle (i.e., gradual learning),
we implement an scaffolding process consisting of the following
steps to help students develop their design assignments and learn
the associated concept:

• Dividing the whole design process into four steps of problem
analysis, devising algorithm, coding, and evaluating and

asking students to follow these steps to generate related
intermediate design products

• Initially providing activities or assignments about simple
concepts (e.g., 1-dimension arrays), and then working out
more advanced concepts (e.g., 2-dimension arrays)

Regarding the fifth principle (i.e., collaborative learning), two
levels of group and class collaboration were defined. Students were
grouped in teams of 4 members to complete their chosen design
assignment. For difficult concepts, faced by several groups, a class-
wide discussion and sharing around that concept orchestrated by
the teacher was defined. No specific grouping strategy was chosen
and teachers were left on their own to choose and implement a
grouping strategy.

To instantiate the sixth principle (i.e., student’s control) students
were provided with several choices. First, they could choose their
design assignments with a high flexibility in the design process.
Secondly, they could decide to readwhich concepts from the content
document based on their previous knowledge and learning needs.
Thirdly, we developed a text processing tool to help students get
an idea of the project and choose and use its built-in functions (e.g.,
substr(str, s1, s2)) as building blocks to generate their program. The
tool was provided for PhP and Python programming languages to
allow students choose one based on their preference or experience.
Students were encouraged to do a free design assignment by define
their design assignment and completing it with the building blocks
in the text processing tool. Finally, in some classes students could
choose their teammates.

Informed by the seventh principle (i.e., formative assessment), in
order to provide feedback to students, multiple ways for capturing
evidence of students’ learning or misconception of the intended
concepts were provided, including exit questions at the end of some
lessons and students-generated design products (e.g., conceptual
solutions, flowcharts, code). Further, we included some specific
questions in the course materials which asked students to provide
argumentation for their answers or explain their design choices.
These questions could also be used by teachers to spot the difficult
concepts for students and provide feedback. These assignments
were meant to have students to reflect on their own answers. We
embedded the Think-Pair-Share strategy in the course to have
students answer the questions or generate the intermediate design
products, first individually, then discuss it with their groups, and
finally share and discuss the results with the whole class. This
strategy was meant to tap into the potential of individual thinking
and group and class-wide discussions for revealing some students’
misconceptions by the teachers.

7 PARTICIPANTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE
COURSE

D1: Make students’ learning visible using
intermediate design products
Student-generated intermediate design products were perceived as
very useful in showcasing students’ use and understanding of algo-
rithmic concepts. Figure 2 shows two samples of these intermediate
design products. Condition, iteration and strings were concepts
that students in general found easy to grasp. Arrays of strings, on
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the other hand, appeared to be a new and challenging concept for
many students, as echoed below:

Here, there are two types of arrays: an array with strings, and the
string itself is also an array. The step from one to the other is difficult.
(Teacher 1)

Making flowcharts appeared to be a challenging activity for
many students:

By making flowcharts they can understand the Python code better,
and they are already walking on their tiptoes because they find that
flowchart making difficult. (Teacher 3)

However, students and teachers found flowcharts useful means
to divide a problem into sub-problems, make the codemore readable
and clarify its primary purposes. Sub-routines were perceived by
both teachers and students very helpful concept. Some students,
as echoed below, asserted using sub-routines has equipped them
with a new way of thinking to solve a problem by dividing it into
smaller sub-problems:

You can use this technique to address daily-basis problems. It can
be used as a new way of thinking. Indeed, in my future assignments,
most probably I will divide the problem into sub-problems as it is
handy. (Student 3, class 1)

Students and some teachers had never used trace tables which
was not a problem until they faced a large trace table:

The first trace table was clear to me and easy, but the second trace
table assignment that asked us to create a trace table for our own
flowchart and test it was very difficult. (Student 2, class 1)

The trace table is experienced as very difficult. Maybe there can be
an example with a slightly simpler flowchart. (Teacher 2)

D2: Contextualize learning
The use of digital text processing to solve realistic problemswaswell
received by students. Students said these contextualized features
gave a more realistic taste to the project and made it more enjoyable
as it created the feeling that they are completing it for something
real instead of merely as an exercise given by the teacher. These
points are well-reflected by the following quotes:

I really liked the first part of the problem, where it was like you are
an employee at bol.com or NASA, and you have to find weird emails
or something. And I really liked that because you can see the use of it
in the actual world. (Student 8, class 1)

I do not think the realistic context changes the nature of problems
or solutions. But because of their realistic situations (e.g., bol.com),
they seem useful to us. So this usefulness attracts us more than just
exercises we have been told to do by the teacher. (Student 3, class 4)

Some teachers asserted that the questions and examples within
the content document were not as realistic and contextualized as
the design assignments.

D3: Follow Just-in-Time learning
We aimed to implement a just-in-time-learning by separating the
learning (reading content and grasping concepts) and design (ap-
plying the concepts) aspects and encouraging students to first start
by the design side and follow the authentic need−to-know and
need−to-do phases when needed. Some students followed this strat-
egy to focus on the design assignments first and use the content
document as a reference point for tips and tricks. On the contrary,

many students first started by reading the content document and
jumped into the design assignments after reading the whole content
document, as echoed in the following quote:

So they are reading it for 15 minutes, then the next day, they come
and continue reading. But, then they are missing what they actually
were doing [last time] and forgetting about things. (Teacher 4).

You have to read a lot because I am not good at computer science
[concepts] and I still do not understand them. (Student 3, class 2)

According to the teachers, this was due to two reasons: the
existence of a high diversity between students’ programming pre-
knowledge and experience, and a large gap between content and
design documents. To shorten this gap, they suggested to include the
necessary information on the required concepts within the design
document. Further, given the students’ difficulty with concepts
of flowcharts and arrays of strings, teachers suggested creating a
short starting module in which these concepts are explained before
students begin with the design assignments.

D4: Increase the difficulty of the learning
process gradually
Both teachers and students found dividing the design process into
four phases of problem analysis, design algorithm, coding, and
testing very useful:

These phases served as milestone for students’ projects and helped
them to get an overview of the whole design process and make sense
of it. (Teacher 4)

In general, students were able to keep up with the gradual in-
crease in the difficulty of the design assignments with more chal-
lenge at the begin, as echoed below.

In the beginning, it was difficult because we just learned the basics
of PHP. But after doing some assignments, it seemed OK, and now we
have been doing the assignments for four hours. (student 6, class 1)

Some teachers raised their concern about the steep jumps be-
tween some design examples and assignments and the need for
smoothing them.

You could build the flowcharts [module] separately, the introduc-
tion to algorithms [module] separately, and then a module PHP with
arrays and everything students need before those design assignments.
(Teacher 5)

D5: Facilitate collaborative learning
Most students participated in this research worked in teams of
3-4 members to complete their design assignments. In addition
to helping the design part, group working was perceived a useful
means to seek information about the concepts students required to
complete their design assignments. In this regard, some students
said that in the case of having difficulty in understanding a concept
or assignment they first asked someone in their groups or other
students before posing the question to the teacher. This observation
confirms the role of peers and group in supplementing or replacing
teacher’s support and scaffolding. In this regard, the teachers found
the collaborative learning a useful means to get insights about
students’ learning or misunderstanding through observing and
listening to their discussions.
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The participating teachers followed three different methods for
forming teams in their classrooms: letting the students create their
own groups, creating groups of students with the same skill level
to ensure that all members participate instead of only the smartest
one, dividing students into three skill level categories and creating
a group by picking students from each category. Some teachers
highlighted the challenges related to grading the final projects
developed by groups and the need for having a grading rubric
consisting of both individual and group level metrics.

D6: Support student’s control over the learning
process
The provided learning choices such as choosing programming lan-
guage (Php or Python), design assignment, or teammates was per-
ceived positively by the interviewed students to allow them ex-
ert some sorts of control over the learning process. Besides these
choices, the open and flexible characteristics of the design assign-
ments and process was well-recognized by students. Students found
that this approach gave them more flexibility in making the assign-
ments and also more responsibility in taking decisions by them-
selves, which was overall well-received, as echoed below:

It is very open. It is scripted [step-wise], but still, there is a lot of
open activity space for your own [choices]. (Student 6, class 3)

It is an open question, and we have to think about it ourselves.
(Student 7, class 1)

Another challenge we faced, in comparison to other previous projects,
is that here we have to write an algorithm that needs to consider all
possible types of input to work well. (Student 5, class 4)

For teachers having flexibility and choices in the design assign-
ments and learning process was perceived very important due to
high diversity in students’ programming knowledge and experience
background:

Having design assignment choices fits very well with my class
setting. We have such a variety of pupils in the classroom, from culture
and society to nature and technique profiles. And this year I have
relatively more students with poor mathematics and programming
background, which of course makes a huge difference, so that asking
all students to do the same [difficult] assignment always remains very
challenging. (Teacher 1)

D7: Facilitate formative assessment by
generating and sharing intermediate design
products via Think-Pair-Share
Using the Think-Pair-Share strategy was well-received by the par-
ticipant teachers and students as an effective means for activating
students and keeping them engaged during the course. Some teach-
ers embedded specific rituals into the Think-Pair-Share strategy,
such as gallery walking and commenting on fellow students’ inter-
mediate design products. The process of Think-Pair-share around
student-generated intermediate design products provided various
possibilities for teachers to provide formative feedback to their
students:

sharing, and discussing students’ design products was useful to get
insights on where they in their thought process made a mistake about

a concept, very early in the design process before trying to extract it
from the final code or even lose it there. (Teacher 4)

Figure 2 shows two misconceptions held by students about calcu-
lating the minimum of three numbers and the parallel execution of
flowchart’s steps, presented in their intermediate design products.
Teachers also found using the exit questions very useful to spot a
specific conceptual mistake held by individual students.

Figure 2: Two examples of capturedmisconceptions: (A)mis-
conception about calculating the minimum of three num-
bers a,b,c, (B) misconception about the initialization and
also sequence of steps in a flowchart (i.e., parallel steps)

8 DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to propose a set of theory-grounded
principles to facilitate design-based learning of programming in
secondary education and make students’ learning visible in an
authentic way. We formulated an initial set of seven principles
drawing upon related educational theories and frameworks, and
instantiated them in a course for learning about algorithms for
secondary school students.

The first principle concerns with making students’ learning visi-
ble using their generated intermediate design products. The results
show that the student-generated intermediate design products were
useful to showcase and make visible their learning or difficulty with
various algorithmic concepts, including condition, iteration, arrays,
sub-routines, arrays of strings, and trace tables. One can see this
principle as a concrete supplement to the Loksa et al.’s prompt of
visualizing and monitoring progression through problem-solving
stages [25]. Arguably, the introduction of the intermediate design
products, in terms of conceptual solution, flowchart, code, test
report, can facilitate DBL environments for programming and algo-
rithms in three ways: (i) interlinking the "making" and "learning"
processes as a mostly neglected aspect in many constructionist-
based initiatives in programming [20, 24], (ii) supporting a gradual
and iterative process of refinement and approximation of students’
understanding of algorithms at different level of abstraction [42],
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and (iii) visualizing students’ mental representations or misunder-
standing of problems, solutions, and code [25]. As a concrete exam-
ple, Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of the language independence
feature of flowcharts to detect some abstract misconceptions of
programming, such as the parallel execution of a flowchart or pro-
gram, which can be simply filtered out in programming languages
because of their syntactical structure.

With regard to the second principle, contextualize learning, the
use of digital text processing was well-received by students as mo-
tivating, realistic, and meaningful means for their learning. This
observation concurs with Guzdial and Ericson pointing that stu-
dents do not learn a topic for the sake of learning. Rather, they
learn it to do something with it [17]. Moreover, it has been claimed
that using recognizable context to introduce a new concept can
contribute to understanding the concept by, first, eliminating the
ambiguities in the meaning and purpose of the concept through pro-
viding more details, and, secondly, by connecting the new concept
to other concepts used in the context [28].

Concerning the third principle, Follow Just-in-Time learning, de-
spite the initial intention of starting learning concepts only when
facing a knowledge deficit in the design cycle, it turns out that
many students started by first reading the whole content document
and then jumped into the design part. One possible reason for this
observation might be the fact that designing a software is a com-
plex process and demands knowledge and experience which is in
general absent with secondary school students.

Regarding to the fourth principle, increase the difficulty of the
learning process gradually, both teachers and students observed
dividing the whole design and learning processes into four phases
of problem analysis, devising an algorithm, coding, and testing
as useful milestones to make sense of and demystify the design
process. Thus, one may claim that dividing the design process into
phases and specifying the tangible learning and design products
for each phase can provide some scaffolding means for students.
Investigating this claim suggests a line for future research.

Concerning the fifth principle, facilitate collaborative learning,
groups and peers were perceived useful in providing help and guid-
ance for the design activities and served as sources for seeking
information about the algorithmic concepts. This observation high-
lights the importance of peers and learning groups in programming
education to facilitate fading or the gradual withdrawal of teacher’s
scaffolding [41] through supplementing or replacing teacher’s role
by peers. Further, groups’ discussions served as an assessment
means for the teachers to spot what was going wrong with students’
learning. This observation concurs with other studies reported the
value of groups’ discussions to help with conceptual reasoning and
formative assessments [10]. According to the teachers, to be more
effective, a well-thought rubric is needed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of group members as the individual and group levels.

Regarding to the sixth principle, support student’s control over
learning process, the interesting finding was about the open and
flexible aspects of the design assignments. Students found these
aspects interesting as well as challenging. Openness and uncer-
tainty are inherent characters of software design and development.
Arguably, providing students with design choices represented by
open design assignments can push and help them to acquire criti-
cal thinking and decision making skills required to deal with the

uncertainty of program design. Further, having students to make
design decision on their own can contribute to the personalization
of learning [20], transferring the responsibility of learning to stu-
dents, and ultimately improve their meta-cognitive programming
skills [25]. Moreover, as asserted by the participating teachers, con-
sidering this principle to provide a variety of design assignments
with different level of difficulty is needed in highly diversified K-
12 programming classrooms in terms of students’ programming
knowledge and experience background.

Concerning the seventh principle, facilitate formative assessment
by generating and sharing intermediate design products via Think-
Pair-Share, it turns out that co-creating, discussing, and sharing
intermediate design products, supplemented by individual exit ques-
tions, can facilitate a formative assessment strategy for spotting
students’ (mis)understanding of algorithmic concepts at the indi-
vidual, group and class levels at the very early stage of design prior
to coding (see Figure 2). Thus, one can argue that addressing this
principle can supplement the constructionist-based approaches to
programming by shifting their mere focus on the final (working)
artifacts [8] toward a more process-oriented assessment approach
that recognizes and taps into the assessment potential of generated
intermediate design products along with the design and learning
processes.

9 CONCLUSIONS
This study set out to formulate a set of principles, drawn upon
appropriate educational theories and concepts, to facilitate design-
based learning (DBL) environments for programming in secondary
education while making students’ learning visible in an authentic
way.We evaluated these principles by instantiating them in a course
about algorithms which was implemented and evaluated in five
secondary schools. The overall evaluation of participating students
and teachers about the course’s components and their underpinning
principles was positive. However, it turns out that principle 3 (i.e.,
Follow Just-in-Time learning) and its associated course’s features
were not adopted by the students and teachers.

According to Bell et al., design principles are "subject to refine-
ment over time as others try to adapt them to their own experiences.
In this sense, they are falsifiable; if they do not yield purchase in
the design process, they will be debated, altered, and eventually
dropped" [5] (p. 83). Following this approach to falsifying design
principles, our observations led us to adjust the initial list of the
principles by dropping principle 3, which was not well-adopted by
the students and teachers. The refined list consists of six principles,
being: (1) Make students’ learning visible using intermediate design
products, (2) Contextualize learning, (3) Increase the difficulty of
learning gradually, (4) Facilitate collaborative learning, (5) Support
student’s control over learning process, and (6) Facilitate formative
assessment by generating and sharing intermediate design products
via Think-Pair-Share.

There are limitations with this research and its results: The
participating students had basic knowledge and experience about
programming in terms of syntactic understanding of commands and
HTML, but not with algorithms and flowcharts. Moreover, using
interviews did not allow us to verify some students’ statements
and claims about their conceptual learning of algorithmic concepts.
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Further lines of research are suggested, including expert evaluation
of the derived principles, adjusting and researching the course by
addressing the identified shortages and improvement suggestions,
applying the refined principles to develop courses for other groups
of students in K-12 (e.g., primary school students) or students with
more programming knowledge and experience, choosing another
context such as video, audio, or image processing, instead of digital
text processing, as the context for programming, and repeating
the research with more data sources such as surveys or analysis of
students’ artifacts to allow deeper analysis of students’ conceptual
learning.
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